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ABSTRACT
Li, Yifan M.S.E.C.E., Purdue University, August 2018. Study of Identifying Jaywalkers by Analyzing Camera Data. Major Professor: Yung-Hsiang Lu.
Jaywalking is an unlawful pedestrian behavior. In the United States, jaywalking
leads to hundreds of pedestrian fatalities each year [1]. Existing studies analyzed
pedestrian behaviors by computer vision platforms. However, many of those existing
platforms were not capable of detecting the single pedestrian in crowded traﬃc scenes.
Those platforms were implemented based on the motion-based pedestrian detector,
and the motion-based detector cannot detect pedestrians who are partially occluded
or close to other moving objects. Furthermore, those existing platforms did not focus
on jaywalker identiﬁcation; those platforms need manual annotation to distinguish
jaywalkers among all pedestrians.
This study proposes a jaywalker-identifying metric and a jaywalker monitor platform. The proposed metric can identify jaywalkers using traﬃc light information;
thus the platform can identify jaywalkers autonomously based on the proposed metric. The proposed platform implements an image-based pedestrian detector using You
Only Look Once (YOLO) neural network [2]. This YOLO-based detector does not
need pedestrian’s motion information to detect pedestrians; therefore, the proposed
platform can discover single jaywalker in crowded traﬃc scenes.
The proposed jaywalker monitoring platform is evaluated on a pedestrian video
dataset. This study compares the performance of a motion-based pedestrian detector
and a YOLO-based pedestrian detectors. The study also explores the performance
potential of the YOLO-based detector, and the experiment results show that adjusting
the input size of YOLO neural network can improve recall and precision rates for
detecting pedestrians.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Motivation
Pedestrians are vulnerable when crossing the traﬃc area. According to data from

National Highway Traﬃc Administration (NHTSA), more than 900 pedestrian fatalities happened at traﬃc intersections per year, from 2012 to 2016 [1] [3] [4] [5] [6].
To improve pedestrians’ safety, existing work analyzed factors related to the pedestrian accidents, including pedestrians’ location, age, and gender information, as well
as locations’ light condition, time of day, and season [7]. Jaywalking is one of those
factors causing pedestrian accidents, and jaywalking behaviors can be commonly seen
in the traﬃc area. In order to analyze the cause of jaywalking, it is crucial to utilize
traﬃc data and monitor jaywalking behaviors.

1.2

Challenges
There are two challenging factors which limit researchers’ abilities to study jay-

walking behaviors using camera data:
1. Small-size pedestrian images are hard to detect
Camera technology has gained rapid development in recent decades. For instance, smartphones such as iPhone can capture 12-megapixel images, and the
image quality is even comparable to photos taken by professional digital cameras. However, compared to smartphone cameras, the traﬃc surveillance cameras generally remain at a mediocre image resolution level, and pedestrians in
the traﬃc surveillance videos look small. The main reason is that many traﬃc
surveillance cameras were installed decades ago; thus their video quality may
not be better than the video quality of a newly-installed traﬃc camera. An-
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other reason is that most traﬃc cameras are designed to monitor the vehicle
traﬃc ﬂow. Typically, a traﬃc surveillance camera with 352 x 240 resolution
is enough to count vehicle amount and detect vehicle appearances, but this
camera resolution may not be able to detect pedestrians.

Fig. 1.1. A traﬃc crosswalk with few pedestrians crossing (352 x 240 resolution) [8]

2. Traﬃc crossing scene can be complicated to analyze
Most of the existing studies provided only metrics to analyze simple traﬃc
scenes like crosswalk crossing or single-lane road crossing. In Figure 1.1, only a
few pedestrians were walking with their movements restricted to the crosswalk,
and each pedestrian was not occluded by other objects. Since traﬃc light cannot
be identiﬁed in Figure 1.1, it is hard to know which pedestrian was jaywalker.
Figure 1.2 shows a crowded traﬃc scene. Since traﬃc light information is available, jaywalkers can be identiﬁed based on traﬃc signals. In this scene, pedestrians were crossing through a double-lane road, and vehicles were also driving
through the same area. Some pedestrians were occluded by other pedestrians
or street light poles; thus, those pedestrians could not be detected. Therefore,
it is possible but complicated to count jaywalkers in traﬃc scenes like Figure
1.2.

3
In existing pedestrian studies, motion-based detection methods were commonly
used to detect pedestrians. For motion-based detection methods like background subtraction method, if a pedestrian is moving, this method can subtract
the moving pedestrian from stationary surroundings; However, this method may
not detect pedestrians who are close to other moving objects. Consequently,
if a pedestrian study applies a motion-based pedestrian detection method, this
study may hardly analyze complex traﬃc scenes mentioned above.

Fig. 1.2. A crowded traﬃc scene including pedestrians, vehicles and traﬃc lights

1.3

Contribution
This study has four main contributions. First, this study proposes a metric of

identifying jaywalkers in the pedestrian cross zone using traﬃc light information.
This metric can be applied in both single-lane roads and double-lane roads with
pedestrian islands.
Second, this study implements a robust jaywalker monitor platform based on the
proposed jaywalker-identifying metric. The platform applies You Only Look Once
(YOLO) object detection framework [2] to detect pedestrians. YOLO can detect
objects robustly using a single neural network and does not need objects’ motion
information. Compared to the motion-based pedestrian detectors, the YOLO-based
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detector can detect pedestrians who are standing still, close to other moving objects
or partially occluded.
Third, this study improves YOLO performance about pedestrian detection by
training YOLO detection models on a 4K-resolution pedestrian video dataset. Based
on the experiment results, our dedicated pedestrian detection models have the higher
recall and precision rates than the default YOLO models in most test cases.
Finally, to explore the performance potential of the YOLO-based detectors, this
study tests detectors with diﬀerent YOLO neural network input sizes. The network
input size is set to 608 x 608 by default, and the YOLO-based detector will resize
images to this size before detecting objects. Based on the experiment results, increasing the default YOLO network input size can improve the recall performance when
detecting pedestrians. In traﬃc scenes with diﬀerent sizes of pedestrians (in pixels),
the best neural network input sizes are diﬀerent.

1.4

Organization
Chapter 1 introduces the background of this jaywalker study. Chapter 2 gives a

brief overview of existing pedestrian studies, and this chapter categorizes these existing studies them into several topics. Chapter 3 compares diﬀerent methods for
collecting pedestrian visual data; this chapter also introduces the data collection
method that this study uses. Chapter 4 introduces the proposed metric about identifying jaywalkers in diﬀerent types of traﬃc scenes; this chapter also presents the
structure of the jaywalker monitoring platform which is based on the proposed metric. Chapter 5 presents the experiment results of this study. The experiment results
in Section 5.1 shows the performance comparisons among four pedestrian detectors
including background subtraction method, YOLO version 2 (YOLOv2), YOLO version 3 (YOLOv3) and the YOLOv3 model improved by this study. Section 5.2 shows
the detection experiment results of the improved YOLOv3 models with diﬀerent neural network input sizes. Section 5.3 evaluates the jaywalker identifying platform by
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counting jaywalkers in diﬀerent traﬃc scenes. Chapter 6 concludes this study and
proposes directions for the further extension.
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2. OVERVIEW OF EXISTING PEDESTRIAN STUDIES
This chapter illustrates a brief review of the related existing studies about pedestrians.
Depending on the purpose of the study, these existing studies can be categorized into
three groups:
1. Counting the number of pedestrians
Counting pedestrians is a challenging task. It is more complicated than counting
vehicles since pedestrian size is smaller than vehicle size. Kim et al. [9] discussed
a pedestrian counting scheme using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to detect
foreground moving pedestrians and Speeded-Up robust features (SURF) algorithm to capture moving pedestrians’ interest points. The pedestrian amount
could be acquired based on foreground feature information including interest
points and the principal component of features [9].
In the public area, it is common to see pedestrians walking in groups and close
to each other. Chan et al. [10] chose to count the pedestrian amount by estimating pedestrian crowd density, instead of counting each detected pedestrian.
In their work, a region of interest (ROI) was manually marked in a perspective
view, then the pedestrian crowd’s motion was collected for pedestrian amount
estimation.
For the pedestrian counting method mentioned above, since the method mainly
focused on detecting moving pedestrian crowd, errors happened when a few of
pedestrians were walking in the traﬃc scene.
2. Analyzing pedestrian’s walking trajectories
Pedestrian’s walking route is useful for crosswalk planning and pedestrian ﬂow
management. Goldhammer et al. [11] purposed a method of predicting pedes-
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trians’ future walking routes in the next 2.5 seconds, and this method used the
means of polynomial least-squares approximation and multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) artiﬁcial neural networks to process the route prediction.
3. Measuring pedestrian’s walking speed
Walking speed is also an important factor related to pedestrians’ behaviors.
For instance, Montufar et al. [12] found that pedestrians’ average street-crossing
speed was faster than the average walking speed of pedestrians, and pedestrians’
average street-crossing speed in summer was faster than the crossing speed in
winter.
Researchers also studied the relations between pedestrians’ walking speeds and
drivers’ braking timings. According to Lubbe et al. [13], about 90% drivers
braked before 2.6s Time To Collision (TTC) when the pedestrian’s walking
speed was around 1m/s, and 90% drivers brakes before 2.2s TTC when the
pedestrian’s walking speed was around 2m/s.
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3. VIDEO DATA COLLECTION ABOUT PEDESTRIANS
3.1

Data collection in related pedestrian studies
There are three primary ways of collecting pedestrian video data, according to the

existing pedestrian studies:
1. Captured by vehicle cameras
2. Captured by traﬃc surveillance cameras
3. Manually captured in the crowd by the handheld cameras

3.1.1

Capture by vehicle cameras

Figure 3.1 shows some sample video frames from KITTI [14], an open-source
driving dataset. In these frames, some pedestrians were crossing the road, while
vehicles were driving through the same area. It is suitable to observe vehicles and
pedestrians; nevertheless, not all videos contain the scene about pedestrians crossing
the street. When the recording vehicle is driving on the highway, it is not expected
to see pedestrians crossing the highway.

3.1.2

Capture by traﬃc surveillance cameras

Figure 3.2 shows frames captured by traﬃc surveillance cameras. In these frames,
some pedestrians were walking along the pavements. Department of Transportation
usually install cameras on the traﬃc signal poles, which can provide real-time video
streams about major streets and highways for 24/7; thus, using traﬃc surveillance
cameras is an ideal way to collect large-volume traﬃc video data. The primary target
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Fig. 3.1. Pedestrian images captured by moving vehicle cameras, provided by the KITTI driving dataset [14]

Fig. 3.2. Pedestrian images captured by traﬃc surveillance cameras [15]

for traﬃc surveillance cameras is to monitor traﬃc ﬂows and detect possible traﬃc
congestions; therefore, not all traﬃc cameras can capture images of pedestrians.
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3.1.3

Manually captured by handheld cameras

Fig. 3.3. Pedestrian images captured by handheld cameras, provided
by the MOT-17 dataset [16] [17] [18]

Some researchers chose to capture pedestrian videos and produce video datasets
by themselves, such as the video datasets provided by the MOT Challenge (MultiObject Tracking Challenge) [16] [17] [18] shown in Figure 3.3.
Usually, those datasets have high video quality but short video length, when
compared with traﬃc surveillance camera data. Take the MOT-17 dataset (from the
MOT Challenge) as an example: The video resolutions are 640 x 480 and 1920 x
1080. The video lengths of 640 x 480 videos are above one minute, and the video
lengths of 1920 x 1080 videos are about 30 seconds.
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3.2

Data collection in this study
In the existing studies, researchers chose diﬀerent ways of collecting video data

depending on the purposes of their studies. How to collect pedestrian video data
in a speciﬁc location, with long video length (longer than one hour) and high video
resolution (no smaller than 720p)?
This study uses network cameras and cameras on smartphones to capture pedestrian videos. Here are the reasons why we choose the combination of network cameras
and smartphone cameras:
1. Long-term video recording
The network camera can record videos for a long time. This study uses a
Foscam network camera to capture videos of pedestrians, and Figure 3.4 shows
the camera speciﬁcation. Once a network camera is deployed near the street,
this camera can provide real-time video streaming through the Internet for 24/7.
At this point, network cameras are similar to traﬃc surveillance cameras.

Fig. 3.4. Foscam network camera speciﬁcation [19]

2. High video resolution
The smartphone cameras can provide high-resolution video recording feature.
This study uses an iPhone 6s (announced in 2015) to capture 4K resolution
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(3840 x 2160) videos about pedestrians, and this video resolution is higher than
the 1080p (1920 x 1080) video resolution of MOT Challenge datasets. The video
resolution of Foscam network camera is 1280 x 720, which is also higher than
the resolution of traﬃc surveillance cameras mentioned above.
3. More convenience and lower cost
Using network cameras is more convenient than using vehicle cameras or traﬃc
surveillance cameras. Since water-proof ability is not necessary for an indoorused network camera, the price of a network camera is much lower than an
outdoor surveillance camera.

3.3

Equipment settings and recording locations

3.3.1

Network camera

This study uses a network camera to capture long-term video data. Figure 3.5
shows a sample video frame captured by Foscam FI9821W network camera, and this
network camera is installed in a building which is close to a double-lane road crossing
zone. The video resolution is 720p HD (1280 x 720) resolution, and the frame rate is
10 FPS (frame per second).
The network camera can record videos automatically based on the recording schedule.
The recording time is 9 am to 5 pm every day (when most of the pedestrians show
up in this area). Figure 3.6 shows the recording schedule interface of the camera
ﬁrmware. During the recording time, the network camera will automatically capture
video ﬁles and send these ﬁles to the server for every 25 minutes.

3.3.2

Smartphone camera

This study uses a smartphone to capture ultra-high-deﬁnition (UHD) video data,
which have 4K (3840 x 2160) resolution higher than 1080p (1920 x 1080). Figure 3.7
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Fig. 3.5. Pedestrian video frame captured by a network camera

Fig. 3.6. Camera ﬁrmware setting about the auto-recording feature

shows video frames captured by iPhone 6s smartphone. We use this smartphone to
capture videos near pedestrian pavements and cross-road intersections. During the
recording, the smartphone is mounted on a tripod, and the camera view is stationary.
The video resolution is 4K UHD (3840 x 2160) resolution, and the frame rate is 30
FPS (frame per second).
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 3.7. 4K-resolution pedestrian video frames

Based on the raw videos, this study contributes a 4K-resolution image dataset with
9,000 consecutive video frames. In each frame, all the pedestrians are labeled with
bounding boxes. Those frames are extracted from raw 4K videos using FFMPEG,
an open source video converter [20], and all frames in the 4K dataset are named in a
ﬁve-digit manner from 00001.jpg to 99999.jpg.
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4. PROPOSED JAYWALKER-IDENTIFYING METRIC
AND JAYWALK MONITOR PLATFORM
4.1

Proposed metrics about identifying jaywalker in diﬀerent type of
roads
In order to monitor pedestrians’ jaywalking behaviors through network camera

videos, it is necessary to design a metric for identifying jaywalkers by computer vision programs. This section introduces the details about the proposed metric. The
following subsections enumerate diﬀerent types of jaywalking behaviors in the singlelane roads and double-lane roads.

4.1.1

Deﬁnition of illegal road-crossing

This study identiﬁes jaywalkers using the vehicle traﬃc light information. When
the traﬃc light is red, vehicles should stop, and pedestrians can cross the road.
Therefore, pedestrians cannot cross the road when the traﬃc light is green or yellow.
If the traﬃc light is green or yellow and a pedestrian crosses the road, then this
pedestrian is a jaywalker.

4.1.2

Identify jaywalkers in the single-lane road

Figure 4.1 shows a single-lane traﬃc intersection area. Many pedestrians were
crossing between the left side and right side of this traﬃc intersection image. In order
to ﬁgure out the number of jaywalkers, the problem can be simpliﬁed by drawing two
lines (line A and line B in Figure 4.1) to mark the road curbs. The traﬃc scene in
Figure 4.1 can be divided into three parts:
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Fig. 4.1. Single-lane road crossing

1. Zone Alef t : left area of line A
2. Zone AB: road area between line A and line B
3. Zone Bright : right area of line B
We can identify jaywalkers based on the moment that pedestrians cross these lines
and enter the road zone. Take Figure 4.1 as an instance, two pedestrians were striding
over line B (manually marked with blue bounding boxes) and entering road area AB
(shaded in orange color). Since the traﬃc light was green at this moment, these two
pedestrians were jaywalkers.

4.1.3

Identify jaywalkers in the double-lane road with a pedestrian island

Figure 4.2 shows the aerial view of a double-lane crossing zone. The two-way
road is divided by a pedestrian island, and traﬃc lights are located in the middle
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Fig. 4.2. A double-lane road with a pedestrian island

of crosswalk zone. To deﬁne jaywalker in this double-lane road, the crossing area is
separated by four lines, as shown in Figure 4.2. In Figure 4.3, several pedestrians
were crossing line D and entering the right-hand side of the traﬃc lane. Since the
traﬃc light color was green, those pedestrians were jaywalkers.
As for the pedestrian detector, once it detects a pedestrian, the detector will
generate a bounding box for this pedestrian. This study uses the center points of
the bounding boxes to indicate pedestrians’ locations, and we can regard these points
as the center points of the pedestrians. Figure 4.3 shows the perspective view of a
double-lane road, and we mark the road segment lines near the road curbs to make
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sure that pedestrians cross the road curbs when their center points stride over these
red segment lines.

Fig. 4.3. Segmentation of a double-lane road

Jaywalker identiﬁcation in the double-lane road has a signiﬁcant diﬀerence compared to the identiﬁcation in the single-lane road: when pedestrians are crossing a
double-lane road with a pedestrian island, some of them may stay in the pedestrian
island for a while, and the traﬃc light color may alter during that time. Here are
more examples showing the diﬀerence of the double-lane road-crossing scene: 3
• On a double-lane road shown in Figure 4.4, a pedestrian was crossing from left
side to the right side. This pedestrian crossed the ﬁrst lane during red traﬃc
light period; then it was a legal crossing. For the second half of crossing, this
pedestrian left the central pedestrian island and entered another lane during
the green traﬃc light, so this pedestrian became a jaywalker. Although the ﬁrst
half of road crossing is legal, this pedestrian jaywalked in the second half of
crossing. Thus, this pedestrian was a jaywalker, and one jaywalking behavior
happened in this area.
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Fig. 4.4. Legally crossing in the ﬁrst lane, jaywalking in the second lane

Fig. 4.5. Crossing before the green light period, leaving the pedestrian
island during the green light period

• To identify jaywalker, it is important to know the time that a pedestrian leaves
road curb and enter road zone. There are many pedestrians who choose to cross
the road when the red traﬃc light is about to change; however, their actions
are allowed since they started to cross during the red light period. In Figure
4.5, a pedestrian left the road curb and entered the ﬁrst lane during the red
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light period, and the traﬃc light turned green during this pedestrian’s ﬁrst-half
crossing. So far, this pedestrian was crossing legally. The design of pedestrian
island is to let crossing pedestrians stay and wait for the traﬃc light turn red.
After arriving pedestrian island, this pedestrian continued crossing and entered
the second lane during the green light. Since this pedestrian crossed ﬁrst-lane
legally and jaywalked for the second-half crossing, he or she was a jaywalker.

4.2

Components of the proposed jaywalker monitoring platform
Figure 4.6 shows the structure of a jaywalker monitoring platform. First, the

pedestrian detector will read each frame and detect all pedestrians. Next, the tracker
will collect detection information in each frame. Once the tracker recognizes that
detections shown on consecutive frames are from the same pedestrian, this pedestrian
will be named by a tracking ID. Finally, according to the traﬃc light recognizer, if
a pedestrian with a tracking ID crosses the road when the traﬃc light is green or
yellow, then this pedestrian is marked as a jaywalker.
Detecting pedestrian is the ﬁrst step to monitor jaywalking behaviors. To improve
the performance of pedestrian detection, this study trains pedestrian detection models
based on YOLOv3 framework [21], which is state-of-the-art in the ﬁeld of object
detection.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, motion-based detection methods like background subtraction were widely used to detect moving objects(pedestrian) in previous pedestrian
studies. One important reason for using background subtraction is the processing
speed. It can achieve real-time processing speed with only CPU computing. However, background subtraction also has several drawbacks which limit the utilization
of background subtraction method on complex traﬃc scene:
• Stationary pedestrians cannot be detected
Motion-based detection methods like background subtraction can be used when
an object is moving; then these methods can use the object’s motion information
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Fig. 4.6. Structure of a jaywalker monitoring platform

to separate the moving object from the stationary background. Once the object
is not moving, the detector cannot detect this object, and the performance of
tracker is also aﬀected.
• Video need to be captured by a stationary camera
Take background subtraction as an instance, since the most common feature
of motion-based detection methods is to subtract foreground moving objects
from the background, it is required that the background relatively stationary
compared to the foreground moving objects.
• Moving vehicles close to pedestrian aﬀect detecting pedestrians
It is common to observe jaywalker walking close to vehicles in the traﬃc scene.
In Figure 4.7, background subtraction method cannot detect a jaywalker (annotated with a red bounding box in the left-hand side) if this jaywalker was
close to other moving objects. On the right-hand side of this image, only the
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Fig. 4.7. Red bounding box: Lost detection eﬀected by a moving vehicle behind

outline of a moving vehicle could be recognized. As a result, the total jaywalker
amount could be underestimated.
• Pedestrians walking close to each other are hard to be distinguished in detection
results
In public crossing area, it is common to see that a group of pedestrians cross
the road together. Those pedestrians can be very close to each other, which
causes severe occlusion for pedestrians behind others.
Figure 4.8 shows a frame with bounding boxes (left side) and a binary image
with blobs (right side). As we can see, two red bounding boxes surround ten
pedestrians, and these ten pedestrians are not correctly detected. When the
background subtraction method detects a pedestrian in the left side of Figure
4.8, it will generate a binary blob of pedestrian’s silhouette. Since these ten
pedestrians in red boxes are close to each other, their silhouettes are connected
and make up a big binary blob. Therefore, the background subtraction method
can only generate two bounding boxes for these ten pedestrians, instead of ten
bounding boxes on every single pedestrian.
Unlike motion-based background subtraction method, the YOLO neural-network
object detector does not rely on object’s motion information. YOLO is an image-
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Fig. 4.8. Red bounding boxes: Wrong detection owing to pedestrians
close to each other

based detector, and it can detect target objects in each image frame using convolutional neural network(CNN) [2]. YOLO can process object detection in real-time
speed on current PC with Nvidia GPU or Nvidia embedded computers
Detecting pedestrians is the ﬁrst step to monitor jaywalkers. The next step is to
use detection information and keep track of pedestrians so that we can know if pedestrians cross the road before the traﬃc light indicates they could do so. This study
used a multi-person tracker based on the tracking-by-detection paradigm [22], which
the tracker appearance model is updated by YOLO pedestrian detector information.
Based on the detection information, the multi-person tracker will assign tracking ID
to each pedestrian who is continuously tracked.

4.3

Traﬃc Light Recognition
The multi-person tracker can keep track of each pedestrian and know whether a

pedestrian crosses the road. Next step, to know whether a pedestrian crosses the road
during green traﬃc light or yellow light, a traﬃc light recognizer is necessary.
This study built a traﬃc light recognizer using brightness information. After we
annotated the location of traﬃc light region in the video, the recognizer will divide
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the traﬃc light region into the red light region, yellow light region, and green light
region. Next, the average RGB values in each zone will be converted into HSB
(Hue-Saturation-Brightness) values so that the average value of brightness in each
traﬃc light region can be measured. For every second, the traﬃc light recognizer
monitors the average brightness value in each traﬃc light region. Once the traﬃc light
recognizer detects brightness decrease in the red light zone and brightness increase in
green light, we can know that the red light is oﬀ and the green light is on. Similarly,
when the brightness of yellow light region decreases and the brightness of red light
increases, then the traﬃc light color is red and vehicles should stop in front of traﬃc
lights.
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5. EXPERIMENT RESULTS ABOUT PEDESTRIAN
DETECTION AND COUNTING JAYWALKERS
This chapter can be summarized as follows: The ﬁrst two sections illustrate pedestrian detection performance. Section 5.1 compares the performance of four pedestrian
detectors. Section 5.2 explores the performance potential of the YOLO-based detection model by adjusting the YOLO neural network input size. Section 5.3 evaluates
the proposed jaywalker monitoring platform by counting jaywalkers in a single-lane
crosswalk and a double-lane road.

5.1

Experiments about diﬀerent pedestrian detection methods

5.1.1

Experiment variables

Table 5.1.
Pedestrian detection methods in experiments
Detection method

Detection model detail

Background Subtraction

Implemented by OpenCV [23]

YOLOv2-608

Detection probability threshold = 0.5

YOLOv3-608

threshold = 0.5

Fine-tuned YOLOv3-608 threshold=0.5, ﬁne-tuned on small pedestrian images

As for the last option in Table 5.1, this study implements a pedestrian detector
based on the third version of YOLO object detection framework (YOLOv3) [21], and
the detection model is ﬁne-tuned on our 4K-resolution pedestrian dataset (mentioned
in Chapter 3) to improve detection performance.
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To demonstrate the performance of our ﬁne-tuned detection model, this section
conducts several experiments about our ﬁne-tuned detection model and other detection methods such as background subtraction [24], YOLOv2-608 default detection
model [25] and YOLOv3-608 default model, which are listed in Table 5.1.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 5.1. Sample images from the COCO dataset (the person category) [26]

Here are the reasons why this section uses those detectors as comparisons: the
background subtraction method is based on pedestrian’s motion information, which
was applied by existing pedestrian studies mentioned in Chapter 2. YOLOv2-608
and YOLOv3-608 default detection models are all trained on the COCO dataset, and
those detection models can provide state-of-the-art detection performance among 80
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detection categories including person category [21] [26]. Figure 5.1 shows sample
images about the person category in the COCO dataset.
From Figure 5.1, images from the person category are not all pedestrian-related.
Therefore, this study assumes the default YOLO model trained on the COCO dataset
may not perform well when detecting pedestrians. Furthermore, this study assumes
that training YOLO models using pedestrian images can improve the pedestrian
detection performance.
Table 5.2 shows the information about the video clips for the test. Those four
video clips were randomly chosen from our pedestrian video dataset captured from
network cameras and smartphone cameras; all video clips are in 1280 x 720 video
resolution with ten frames per second.
Table 5.2.
Video clips for experiments
Location

Length

Detections

Box density

Average
box size

Far intersection

25 seconds

4591

18 per frame

28 x 58

Crosswalk

35 seconds

2708

8 per frame

22 x 55

Close intersection 30 seconds

2056

7 per frame

37 x 68

2200

4 per frame

58 x 106

Bus stop

52 seconds

Here are more details about Table 5.2: Pedestrians in these video clips are all
annotated with bounding boxes, and Figure 5.2 shows some example frames of these
video clips. The ”detections” in the table means the number of bounding boxes in
the ground truth. ”Box density” is the average number of pedestrians in each frame,
and the ”average box size” is the average width and height (the number of pixels) of
all labeled bounding boxes, which can describe the average level of pedestrian sizes
in diﬀerent scenes.
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Here is the procedure of the experiments: after running pedestrian detection on
each video clip, the results will be compared with the ground truth, and the performance will primarily be judged based on the true positive amount (correctly detected
pedestrian amount), average recall rate (corrected detected pedestrian amount divided by total pedestrian amount) and average precision rate (corrected detected
pedestrian amount divided by total detected object amount).

(a) Far intersection

(c) Close intersection

(b) Crosswalk

(d) Bus stop

Fig. 5.2. Annotated sample images of four scenes (listed in Table 5.2)

5.1.2

Experiment about the far intersection scene

There are two diﬀerent intersection scenes among all four test scenes. Depending
on the distance between cameras and intersections, these two intersection scenes are
named diﬀerently as ”far intersection” and ”close intersection”.
The ﬁrst test scene is about the ”far intersection”. As we can see from Figure
5.3(a), the video was captured near an intersection which was far away from the
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camera (when compared with another intersection scene in Figure 5.2(c)). Pedestrian
sizes in this scene are small compared with the people images in the COCO dataset
shown in Figure 5.1, and it is challenging to detect small-size pedestrians under the
building shadow. Figure 5.3(b), 5.3(c) and 5.3(d) show the true positives, average
recall rate and precision rate among all frames in this video clip. According to the
recall rate results, the background subtraction method performed the worst, and the
proposed ﬁne-tuned YOLOv3-608 model performed the best.

(a) Snapshot

(c) Average recall

(b) True positives and false negatives

(d) Average precision

Fig. 5.3. Far intersection: Detector comparison

For the background subtraction method, most of the lost detections were caused
by the shadow in this area. Shadows made pedestrians blend with the background
image, which limited the performance of the background subtraction method.
As for the default model of YOLOv2, it worked slightly better than the background subtraction method. During the experiment using the YOLOv2 model, most
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of the detected pedestrians were bigger or closer to the camera than the undetected
pedestrians.
The YOLOv3 default model worked better than YOLOv2 under the same 608
x 608 neural network input size. The reason is that YOLOv3 upgrades the neural
network structure by up-sampling the feature map for twofold to obtain ﬁne-grained
feature information [21]. Thus, YOLOv3 is better than YOLOv2 when detecting
small objects.
For our ﬁne-tuned YOLOv3 detection model, though the model also used 608
x 608 as network input size, it outperformed other YOLO-based models and background subtraction method. After ﬁne-tuning with the pedestrian video dataset, our
pedestrian detection model is more suitable than the default YOLOv2/v3 models
when detecting pedestrians.

5.1.3

Experiment about the crosswalk scene

Figure 5.4(a) shows a sample video frame of the crosswalk scene, and the camera
was mounted in a building which was close to this crosswalk. Figure 5.4(b), 5.4(c)
and 5.4(d) show the true positive amount, average recall rate and precision rate. In
this scene, the YOLOv2-608 model worked the worst, and the proposed ﬁne-tuned
model worked the best. On the one hand, this crosswalk scene has a characteristic
which is similar to the previous scene: Pedestrians in these scenes both look small. As
a consequence, the YOLOv2 default model worked awfully in this scene, which was
also similar to performance in the previous scene. On the other hand, this scene had
no building shadow compared to the previous scene; thus the background subtraction
methods worked okay in this scene and detected more than 50% pedestrians, which
was even better than the YOLOv2 default model. The proposed YOLOv3 model
worked the best and detected nearly three-quarters of pedestrians among all frames,
which was about 5.7% more than true positive amount detected by YOLOv3-608
default model.
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(a) Snapshot

(b) True positives and false negatives

(c) Average recall

(d) Average precision

Fig. 5.4. Crosswalk: Detector comparison

5.1.4

Experiment about the close intersection scene

Figure 5.5(a) shows a snapshot of video captured near an intersection with little
occlusion and no shadow. Figure 5.5(b), 5.5(c) and 5.5(d) show the true positive
amount, the average recall rate and precision rate. In this scene, pedestrians looked
bigger than in the previous scene. According to Table 5.2, the average bounding box
size in ground truth is 37 x 68, and the pixel amount is about two times of the pixel
amount in the previous scenes. The average size of bounding boxes describes the
average size of pedestrian images in this scene, and bigger pedestrian images can help
with detector’s recall and precision performance.
In this scene, the YOLOv2 default model had the worst performance. Though
the average bounding box size becomes larger than the average size in the previous
scene, its recall rate was not getting better. For each detector, as the average recall
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(a) Snapshot

(b) True positives and false negatives

(c) Average recall

(d) Average precision

Fig. 5.5. Close intersection: Detector comparison

rate keeps similar pattern, the average precision rate for each detector is better than
its performance in the previous scene.

5.1.5

Experiment about the bus stop scene

Figure 5.6(a) shows a snapshot of video captured near a bus stop. Figure 5.6(b),
5.6(c) and 5.6(d) show the true positive amount, average recall and precision rates.
In this scene, pedestrians looked bigger than those in the previous scene, and the
average bounding box size for this scene is 58 x 106, which is the largest among all
scenes.
In this scene, many pedestrians were standing still around the bus stop and waiting for the bus; thus their existence did not generate too much motion for the background subtraction method. In this scene, the YOLOv2 performance received a vast
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(a) Snapshot

(c) Average recall

(b) True positives and false negatives

(d) Average precision

Fig. 5.6. Bus stop: Detector comparison

improvement when compared to the previous scene. It detected more than 73% of
pedestrians with above 92% accuracy, which was closer to the YOLOv3 performance
than the previous three scenes. The default model of YOLOv3 worked the best, which
was even slightly better than the ﬁne-tuned model. Since the ﬁne-tuned model was
trained more for detecting small-size pedestrians, its performance does not exceed the
performance of the default model trained by the COCO dataset, which the person
images look bigger than pedestrians in our test scenes.

5.1.6

Experiment summary of the four pedestrian detectors

After testing all scenes, we can make a comparison of the recall rates of these
detectors. To implement a robust jaywalker monitor platform, this study chooses
to pursue high detection recall rate rather than high detection precision rate. If a
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detector has a high recall rate, then its detections can have a high percentage of
true positives. Since the jaywalker monitor platform can only establish continuous
tracking on true positives of the detection result, it is a process to ﬁlter out false
positives of detection results, because these false positives cannot be continuously
tracked. Thus, if there is a trade-oﬀ between pursuing high detection recall rate and
pursuing high detection precision rate, then this study would choose to pursue high
detection recall rate.
Figure 5.7(a) shows the average bounding box area for each scene, and Figure
5.7(b) shows the average recall rates among these four detectors. Generally speaking,
all YOLO-based detectors have better recall performance in scenes in which their
average bounding boxes have larger sizes. The average bounding box size for the
close intersection scene is 37 x 68, and for the bus stop scene, it is 58 x 106. The
average recall rate for the default YOLOv2 model gained huge improvement when
test scene changed from the close intersection scene to the bus stop scene. Thus,
this study assumes that the pedestrian size threshold for the YOLOv2 default model
appears between the average bounding box size of 37 x 68 and 58 x 106. In the future
work, testing more video clips with the average bounding box sizes within this range
can help determine the size threshold for YOLO models when detecting pedestrians.

5.2

The eﬀect of adjusting the input size of the YOLO neural network
When using the YOLO-based object detector, YOLO’s neural network will shrink

image input to a certain size, with both width and height in a factor of 32 [25].
For example, if using the default YOLOv2-608 weight model with corresponding
conﬁguration ﬁles, the input image size will be shrunk to 608 x 608 as the network
input. Finally, a feature map of 19 x 19 will be generated, and it can separate the
image input into 19 x 19 regions. Further predictions about bounding boxes will be
conducted on each region.
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(a) Average bounding box area (in pixel amount) among all scenes

(b) Average recall for all detectors

Fig. 5.7. Relation between average bounding box sizes and average
recall rates among all scenes

As for the YOLO detection performance on diﬀerent network input sizes, it is
getting better if the network input size is increased, and the processing speed is getting
lower since more calculation needs to be processed. Table 5.3 shows more detail
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about YOLO performance, and basically, the demand for ﬂoating point operations
per second (FLOPS) is proportional to pixel amount of network input size.
According to Table 5.3, the YOLOv3 weight models were ﬁne-tuned on higher
network input sizes from 320 x 320 to 608 x 608, and the mean average precision
(mAP) of YOLOv3-608 increased by 12% when comparing with YOLOv3-320. Since
increasing the network input size can improve the YOLO detector performance, this
study conducts an experiment to explore the relation between network input size and
pedestrian detection performance, by ﬁne-tuning weight models with diﬀerent level
of network input sizes and testing on diﬀerent video clips. Before the experiment is
conducted, we can assume that the detection recall rate is proportional to the network
input size of YOLO weight model. In the end, the experiment result can be used to
validate the assumption.
Table 5.3.
YOLO performance with the COCO dataset, using Nvidia Titan Xp [2]
Model

mAP

FPS

FLOPS

YOLOv2-608

48.1

40

62.94 Bn

YOLOv3-320

51.5

45

38.97 Bn

YOLOv3-416

55.3

35

65.86 Bn

YOLOv3-608

57.9

20

140.69 Bn

The default YOLOv3 model was set to randomly resizing to achieve performance
under multi-scale input resolution [21]. Before the experiment was conducted, we
trained several YOLOv3 models and ﬁne-tuned them with a ﬁxed network input size,
and we disabled the randomly resizing feature in the experiment.
The ﬁne-tuned network input sizes are 448 x 448, 544 x 544, 608 x 608, 704 x 704,
1120 x 1120, 1600 x 1600, which are shown in Table 5.4. For the training dataset,
394 images are randomly selected from the proposed 4K pedestrian dataset. During
the training process, the batch size was set to 60, and the iteration number was 2000.
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Table 5.4.
YOLOv3-based pedestrian detection models with diﬀerent neural network input sizes
Model

Input size

YOLOv3-480

480 x 480

YOLOv3-544

544 x 544

YOLOv3-608

608 x 608

YOLOv3-704

704 x 704

YOLOv3-1120 1120 x 1120
YOLOv3-1600 1600 x 1600

Other training arguments like the learning rate are set to their default values provided
by YOLO author [25] [21].

5.2.1

Experiment about the close intersection scene

Figure 5.8 shows the comparison between six diﬀerent YOLOv3 neural network
input sizes ranging from 448 x 448 to 1600 x 1600. The average recall rate ﬁrst
increased as the network input size getting larger, and the increasing trend faded as
the input size reached 608 x 608. Trade-oﬀ about recall and precision need to be
made for network input sizes larger than 608 x 608, as the average recall slightly
dropped 1.5% from 84.7% to 83.2%, and the average precision rate rose about 4.8%
from 91.4% to 96.2%.
Based on the observation of this result, YOLOv3-608 worked the best since it
detected the largest amount of pedestrians among all frames. Although models with
sizes larger than 704 x 704 performed slightly lower, they detected pedestrian more
precisely and generated less false positives. For videos which have a similar scene like
this, YOLOv3-608 is enough to detect pedestrians with an average pedestrian size
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(a) Snapshot

(c) Average recall

(b) True positives and false negatives

(d) Average precision

Fig. 5.8. The close intersection scene: A comparison between diﬀerent
YOLOv3 network input sizes

about 37 x 68 (in the 720p video), and higher network input sizes help reducing false
positives while slightly sacriﬁcing the recall performance.

5.2.2

Experiment about the far intersection scene

Figure 5.9 shows the comparison results in the far intersection scene. From Figure
5.9(c), as the network input size increased from 448 x 448 to 1120 x 1120, the average
recall rate increased 13.7% from 49.1% to 62.8%, then the average recall rate dropped
more than 20% to 42.4% as the input size increased to 1600 x 1600. The average
precision for YOLOv3-1120 also performed the best among all network input sizes
of models. In this scene, there is no trade-oﬀ between pursuing high recall rate and
pursuing high precision rate, since YOLOv3-1120 worked the best on both average
recall rate and average precision rate.
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(a) Snapshot

(c) Average recall

(b) True positives and false negatives

(d) Average precision

Fig. 5.9. The far intersection scene: A comparison between diﬀerent
YOLOv3 network input sizes

From this scene, the result shows that the network input size is not proportional
to the detection performance, and only increasing the network input size during the
model ﬁne-tuning may reach a limit. In this far intersection scene, the limit appears
when the network input size reaches around 1120 x 1120. Since the average bounding
box size in this scene is 23 x 51, which is smaller than the average box size in the
previous scene, thus it is suitable to enlarge the YOLO network input size in this
scene.

5.2.3

Experiment summary about YOLO-based detectors with diﬀerent
input sizes

Section 5.2 shows the performance comparison among six YOLO-based detection
models with diﬀerent input sizes. Based on recall rate results, the best network
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Table 5.5.
Video clips tested in Section 5.2
Location

A: Close intersection B: Far intersection

Video length

30 seconds

25 seconds

Bounding boxes

2056

4591

Box density

7 per frame

18 per frame

Average box size

37 x 68

28 x 58

input size for the close intersection scene is 704 x 704, and the best input size for
the far intersection scene is 1120 x 1120. The ”average box size” shows the average
pedestrian size in each video clip. According to Table 5.5, the average size for the
close intersection scene is 37 x 68, while the average size of the far intersection scene
is 28 x 58.
By observation, the best input sizes for detectors are in the inverse proportional
relationship to the average bounding box sizes of pedestrians. Since YOLO resizes
input image to a certain size and generates detections based on the resized image,
then we can assume that models with bigger input sizes are more suitable of detecting
small-size pedestrian images than models with smaller network input sizes. To further
prove the assumption, more videos about diﬀerent locations need to be tested in the
future work.

5.3

Performance comparisons about identifying jaywalkers
After we ﬁnd suitable YOLO network input size, the next step is to test the

performance of identifying jaywalkers. Based on the proposed jaywalker identifying
metric in Chapter 4, the platform used the detection information generated from
YOLOv3 object detector [21] and the multi-person tracker [22]. Jaywalking rate can
be described by
RJaywalking =

AGreen + AY ellow
,
AGreen + AY ellow + ARed

(5.1)
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where R is the jaywalking rate and A is the amount of pedestrian crossing during
certain traﬃc light colors.
A testing set was generated from the existing network camera data and the 4K
video dataset, and this testing set has no overlap with the training set for the detector.
In the testing set, the traﬃc light in the video clips changed while the pedestrians
were crossing, and that scene can help test the robustness of the proposed jaywalker
identifying platform.

5.3.1

Experiment about the single-lane crosswalk crossing scene

In this experiment, the video about the single-lane crosswalk scene was tested on
the proposed jaywalker monitor platform. According to the detection comparison in
Section 5.2, this experiment applied the ﬁne-tuned YOLOv3-608 model for pedestrian
detection since this model can detect most of the true positives, which is shown in
Figure 5.5(b).
Figure 5.10 shows the comparison between the platform result and the ground
truth data. Snapshots of this scene are presented in Figure 5.11. In this test video,
sixteen pedestrians crossed the intersection within 30 seconds, and 10 of them were
jaywalkers because those pedestrians crossed the crosswalk during the green light
period or the yellow light period. Thus, the actual jaywalking rate was 10 / 16 =
0.625.
In Figure 5.10(d), the platform lost detection of a pedestrian when this pedestrian was entering the road, and this pedestrian’s body was occluded by the other
pedestrian. As a result, the detected crossing number was 15 and detected jaywalker
number was 9, so the detected jaywalking rate was 9 / 15 = 0.600.
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(a) Crossing number comparison

(c) Jaywalking rate comparison

(b) Jaywalker number comparison

(d) Jaywalker who was occluded and
lost detection (the green box is for detector and the blue bounding box is for
tracker)

Fig. 5.10. Jaywalker identiﬁcation in the intersection scene with traﬃc lights

5.3.2

Experiment about the double-lane road crossing scene

In this experiment, the video about the double-lane road scene was tested on the
proposed jaywalker monitor platform, which is shown in Figure 5.12. This experiment
applied the ﬁne-tuned YOLOv3-704 model for pedestrian detection.
Figure 5.13 shows the comparison between the ground truth and the generated
results when identifying jaywalkers in this double-lane road scene. Snapshots of this
scene are presented in Figure 5.13(b).
This double-lane road crossing scene is more complicated than the scene in the
previous section; therefore, to test the robustness of the proposed jaywalker identifying
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(a) Crossing during the green light period is jay- (b) Crossing during the red light period is alwalking

lowed

Fig. 5.11. The interface of the proposed jaywalker identifying platform

platform, this experiment tested on a 300-second video clip which was ten times
longer than the video clip in the previous experiment. During the 300 seconds, 49
pedestrians had crossed the road, and 32 of them were jaywalkers. Thus, the actual
jaywalking rate was 32 / 49 = 0.653. During the experiment, the jaywalker monitor

Fig. 5.12. A jaywalker was automatically captured (with a white circle
in the bounding box)

platform lost track of some pedestrians when they were occluded by vehicles. After
the vehicle drove away, those pedestrians were recognized as new pedestrians, and the
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platform assigned them with new tracking IDs. Thus, the detected crossing number
was higher than the actual crossing number. Apart from that, a few pedestrians were
not detected when they were about to jaywalk. Thus, the detected jaywalker amount
was lower than the actual jaywalker amount.
During the experiment, 54 times of crossing were detected by the platform, and
29 of them were jaywalkers. Therefore, the detected jaywalking rate was 29 / 54 =
0.537.

(a) Crossing number comparison

(b) Jaywalker number comparison

(c) Jaywalking rate comparison

Fig. 5.13. Identifying jaywalkers in the double-lane road scene with traﬃc lights
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE EXTENSION
This study proposes a metric to identify jaywalkers based on traﬃc light information
and road information. This study implements a jaywalker monitor platform based on
the proposed jaywalker-identifying metric. This study conducts several experiments
about testing pedestrian detection performance among diﬀerent detectors, showing
the YOLO-based pedestrian detector’s advantage of detecting small-size pedestrians.
This study contributes a 4K-resolution pedestrian image dataset, and pedestrians
in all images are labeled with bounding boxes. Based on this dataset, ﬁne-tuned
YOLOv3 models are trained to improve the pedestrian detection performance. Experiment results show the ﬁne-tuned models outperform the default models from
YOLOv2 and YOLOv3.
To explore the performance potential of the YOLO-based detection models, this
study conducts several experiments using YOLOv3 models with diﬀerent neural network input sizes. Results show that enlarging the default 608 x 608 input size can
improve the pedestrian detection performance such as increasing the recall rate and
precision rate; however, the detection performance may drop as the input size enlarges
to a certain size threshold.
This study evaluates the proposed jaywalker monitor platform using videos from
two scenes: the single-lane crossing scene and the crowded double-lane crossing scene.
Results show that jaywalkers can be identiﬁed based on the traﬃc light information.
However, in the crowded scene, pedestrians can be occluded by vehicles or other
pedestrians, which could cause detection loss and tracker malfunction. Thus, the
future extension of this study can be identifying jaywalker amount in crowded traﬃc
scene.
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